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Title: Eddie Wilkinson Pelly River and Dawson City film 
Date: [ca. 1954-ca.1956] 
Location: Yukon 
Identifications: Archivist 
Format: 1 film reel : acetate, col., si. (Kodachrome Safety Film) ; 16 mm 
Time: 0:14:54 (time taken from digitized file created from 16 mm film) 
 
Abstract 
 
This film, taken by Eddie Wilkinson, documents the trapping, hunting, and fishing activities of 
the Wilkinson family. It includes much footage of animals, furs, boat travel, and scenery. It also 
contains scenes of dogsledding, the Pelly Crossing ferry, the break up of ice on the Pelly River, 
a parade in Dawson City, the Pelly Farm, and activities at the Wilkinson family’s’ home at Pelly 
Crossing. There is much footage of the members of the Wilkinson family (J.C, Lura, Jared, Ethel, 
and Eddie). 
 
Shot List 

Time Log 
(minutes) 

Description of Content 

0:00 [Yukon Archives title] 

0:10 Dogsledding at Pelly Crossing 

0:12 Two men cutting wood with a cordwood saw at the Pelly Farm 

0:24 Two people plowing a field with a tractor and plow at the Pelly Farm 

0:52 Ice chunks on the Pelly River 

0:55 Deadfall floating on the Pelly River past the Pelly Farm, Wilkinson family’s 
boat ‘Owl’ at shore 

1:11 Horses at Pelly Farm 

1:18 River scenery, birds sitting on a rock in the river 

1:23 The Wilkinson family’s boat ‘Owl’ travelling upstream on a river 

1:29 Riverbank 
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Time Log 
(minutes) 

Description of Content 

1:30 Ethel Wilkinson and Lura Wilkinson each carrying a large fish (salmon), Ethel 
Wilkinson cleaning a fish (salmon) outdoors on a table 

1:40 Rainbow over a river 

1:49 Flock of birds in flight 

1:53 Men unloading horses from the ferry at Pelly Crossing 

2:09 A group of unidentified men, men roughhousing, gear on ground 

2:19 River scenery 

2:24 Ferry and road at Pelly Crossing, vehicles waiting to cross river by ferry, 
bulldozer 

2:37 Men carrying a canoe, two horses tied up 

2:42 Eddie Wilkinson walking with two dogs 

2:43 People outside the Wilkinson family’s house at Pelly Crossing 

2:45 Eddie Wilkinson walking with two dogs down to a river, person and dog in 
the Wilkinson family’s boat ‘Sharky’ ice on a river, person leaving in loaded 
boat 

2:59 Two people dogsledding in front of the Wilkinson family’s home at Pelly 
Crossing 

3:05 Seven people (including Jared Wilkinson, J.C Wilkinson, Lura Wilkinson, and 
Ethel Wilkinson) posing outdoors 

3:06 Dogsledding 

3:12 Close-up of lynx 

3:13 Lynx with sled dogs 

3:15 Dead bear displayed  
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Time Log 
(minutes) 

Description of Content 

3:20 Lake scenery 

3:27 Person operating a bulldozer 

3:31 Boat on a river 

3:34 Mountain scenery 

3:41 Eddie Wilkinson and pack dogs walking along side of a mountain above 
treeline 

3:59 Ethel Wilkinson in a canoe removing fish (salmon) from a net, carry two fish 
up the shore 

4:05 Floatplane taking off, floatplane in flight 

4:16 Ethel Wilkinson, Lura Wilkinson, and J.C. Wilkinson in a vegetable garden 
harvesting carrots 

4:31 Pelly River ferry being loaded at Pelly Crossing 

4:35 The Wilkinson family’s home and other buildings at Pelly Crossing in winter 

4:43 Dogsledding in front of the Wilkinson family’s home at Pelly Crossing, carry 
log in sled 

4:51 Jared Wilkinson displaying two furs, Eddie Wilkinson comes out of house 
behind Jared 

4:59 Ethel Wilkinson sitting in doorway with taxidermized animals (goat head, fox, 
lynx, wolf head) 

5:04 Ice floating on Pelly River at Pelly Crossing ferry crossing, ferry on shore 

5:23 Horses at Pelly Farm 

5:43 Small boat travelling on a river 

6:05 Eddie Wilkinson standing in a small boat holding up two fish (salmon) 
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Time Log 
(minutes) 

Description of Content 

6:15 Mountain scenery 

6:22 Flower garden in front of the Wilkinson family’s house at Pelly Crossing 

6:51 Pack horses 

7:01 Ethel Wilkinson, Lura Wilkinson, and J.C. Wilkinson in flower garden in front 
of the Wilkinson family’s house at Pelly Crossing 

7:19 Small boat on Pelly River passing Needle Rock 

7:55 Eddie Wilkinson and another man beside a tent 

8:03 Lake or river scenery 

8:11 Sunset 

8:17 Lon log raft on a river 

8:28 Dogsledding on a trail 

9:20 Jared Wilkinson, Eddie Wilkinson, J.C. Wilkinson, and Lura Wilkinson carrying 
a long rack of furs towards the snow-covered Pelly River 

9:31 Ice chunks flowing on the Pelly River at the ferry crossing 

9:51 Men in small boats with outboard motors launching into the Pelly River at the 
ferry crossing 

10:10 Men unloading two bulldozers off the Pelly River ferry 

10:36 Close-up of caught fish (salmon) 

10:48 Partially covered boat at shore, fish drying on shore 

11:00 Boat on a river 
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Time Log 
(minutes) 

Description of Content 

11:17 Parade in vicinity of hotel & cafe building on Third Avenue in Dawson City, 
spectators, baton corps, cadets marching band, Y.O.O.P. members with 
banner, parade floats (including “Yukon’s Mastadon”), clown 

11:56 Cadets marching band in Minto Park, spectators 

12:01 Moose in distance in a clearing 

12:06 Lynx next to river 

12:26 Eddie Wilkinson, Ethel Wilkinson, J. Rigg Vaughn (with gun case), Lura 
Wilkinson, and J.C. Wilkinson talking next to a truck, Jared Wilkinson joins 

12:50 Rack of furs beside the Wilkinson family’s house at Pelly Crossing 

13:08 Wilkinson family members using a tractor to plow a field 

13:35 Stuffed wolverine, lynx, and squirrel 

13:56 Two unidentified women (possibly mother and daughter) with a small dog in 
front of a house 

14:12 Ethel Wilkinson standing on top of a load of hay on a truck, another person 
passing hay up to her 

14:32 A group of seven men and women including Lura Wilkinson, J.C. Wilkinson, 
and Ethel Wilkinson 

15:04 [end] 

 


